To:        Whom It May Concern
From:      Greg Cook, Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Date:      April 2, 2013
Re:        Excused Absence of Undergraduate Research and McNair Scholars Students Presenting at the National Conference on Undergraduate Research at University of Wisconsin-La Crosse – Wednesday, April 10, 2013 – Saturday, April 13, 2013

The students listed below will be presenting their research at the National Conference on Undergraduate Research from Wednesday, April 10, 2013 – Saturday, April 13, 2013 at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. Please excuse the students from class, per UW-W guidelines. Students are responsible for all assignments and other class materials covered during this absence.

If you have questions or need additional information, please contact Catherine Chan (262-472-1296, urp@uww.edu) or Samantha Samreth (262-472-2804, samreths@uww.edu). Thank you.

Baldwin, Andrew  Francis, Garrett  Loch, Amanda  Peterson, Jeremy
Bessler, Stephanie  Griffin, Lisa  Long, Amanda  Pieper, Philip
Bockrath, Brandon  Gruetzmacher, Sarah  Maniece, Christopher  Pomerenke, Joshua
Boland, Paul  Heling, Nicole  Manners, Zachary  Pyles, Harley
Brown, Tyler  Hendrix, Kyle  Marsch, Heather  Rhodes, Kevin
Bucane, Adam  Hey, Bianca  Massia, Trisha  Roberson, Riley
Bughman, Heather  Hollenberger, Jamie  Mazzoni, Kurstin  Ron, Neta
Burks, Deion  Hughes, Sarah  McAlister, Emma  Rudolph, Nicholas
Campanile, Alexandra  Jacobson, Eleanor  McClain, Alyssa  Schmid, Ethan
Cano, Karen  Jacobus, Breslyn  Mims, Milia  Schmus, Matthew
Cassidy, Meghan  Jacques, Ryan  Molloy, Anna  Schulte, Lindsey-Ann
Chester, Ron  Johnson, Nathan  Morrison, Kelley  Stanford, Katherine
Copus, Charles  Kerndt, Thomas  Moua, Keng  Steeno, Alexander
DeVries, Rebecca  King, Aaron  Mueller, Marissa  Stocks, Emily
DiSilvio, Frank  King, Amanda  Murphy, Ashley M  Storage, Michelle
Donato, Lia  Kollmer, Sean  Nelson, Jaeger L  Swanson, Katherine
Douglas, Bryan  Kue, Bianca  Neumann, Kristina  Szafran, Adam
Dunning, Kayla  Laituri, Zach  Nider, Marie  VanAacken, Sean
Durham, Austin  Liebergen, Kimberly  Olson, Dustin  Vang, Choua
Engen, Amanda  Lloyd, Austin  Patrick, Stephanie  VanVeen, Emily
           Vedvig, Ashley
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